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by Gerry Paige Smith

Architects at Any Age
Once small hands successfully stack one block upon anoth-

er, the interest in building and design is ignited. The power 

to envision and construct an edifice of their own design with 

their own hands is an inspirational tool to cultivate archi-

tectural enthusiasm in children. In addition to empowering 

creativity, crafting buildings fosters fine motor skills and 

hand-eye coordination as well as supporting STEM develop-

ment. From the simplest structure to complex edifices, the 

following building sets offer kids developmental play with a 

world of design options!

Architects at Any Age

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Melissa & Doug 
Architectural Units
(Melissa & Doug)

Characterized by Melissa & 
Doug’s child-friendly standards, the 
architectural units building block 
set is designed and sized for the 
smaller builder in mind. With 44 
hand scrolled and smooth sanded 
blocks, little hands can quickly get a grip on the fundamentals of 
building. Featuring some of the distinct hallmark shapes of archi-
tecture (pillars, arches, peaked gables and more), there’s a sense 
of exploring the origins of classical building design along the way. 
The Architectural Units set pairs beautifully with other M & D building 
kits as kids may like to expand their projects into bigger and more 
complex designs.

4D Cityscape - 
New York
(4D Cityscape)

Part puzzle, part model, the 4D 
Cityscape expands beyond simple 
construction giving young talents a 
taste of city planning and design. 
Recreating the famous Manhattan 
footprint with a traditional 2D jigsaw 
puzzle, the set takes on its 3D aspect 
with over 100 buildings that fit into pre-cut holes in the finished puzzle. 
The fourth dimension to explore is time as buildings from 1812 through 
2013 can populate the city. Famous landmarks such as the World 
Trade Towers, Empire State Building, Freedom Tower, Statue of Liberty 
are some of the iconic architecture that stand tall in the Manhattan 
realm. Once young builders master the Big Apple, they can set their 
sights on additional 4D Cityscape projects such as Washington DC, 
Rome, London and many more!

Archiquest Master 
Builder Wooden 
Building Blocks
(T.S. Shure)

From designing roads and 
bridges to stacking up towering 
structures, Archiquest Building 
Blocks lay the world of architec-
ture at a child’s feet. Featuring 136 
precision-cut solid wood blocks in 
both primary and natural colors, the 
Archiquest block set encourages young builders to create from the 
ground up. The set comes with a wooden box without a lid so an 
alternate tub or bag is recommended for easier storage. Whether 
inspiring free form creative design or guiding building skills from the 
illustrated instruction booklet, kids can experience growing confi-
dence that comes with the power to construct their visions.

KEVA Brain Builders
(Mindware)

Doubling down on the benefits of 
playing with blocks, the Keva set pairs 
brain development with the customary 
growth in motor skills that come with 
construction play. The Keva kit comes with 
20 planks and a set of 30 double-sided 
puzzle cards. The cards offer a two-di-
mensional representation of a building and 
the challenge to young builders is to recreate the structure in three-di-
mensions. The flip side of the card offers the blueprint so kids can check 
their work or get the help they need to master the task. The variety of 
building projects ranges from structures to fanciful beasts, keeping the 
challenges fresh and engaging. Boosting kids understanding of geom-
etry, composition, proportion and engineering, the KEVA Brain Builders 
offers the best blueprints for a new generation of architects!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama.  More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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        A Page in a Book
Books, Beds and Sleepyheads
Preparing children for a good night’s sleep can include a variety of routines 

and regimens, all designed to help kids relax and settle into the bedtime groove. 
Warm baths, dimmed lights, and soft pajamas create soothing transitions from ac-
tive play to relaxation. Best among these comforting routines is the time-honored 
bed time traditions of finding just the right books to settle in with before lights out. 
The following titles are recommended for winding down wound up kids with simple 
text, soft-edged illustrations and sweet progressions toward sleep.

Rock-a-Bye Romp
by Linda Ashman, Illustrated by Simona Mulazzani (Nancy Paulsen / Penguin Random House)

Taking inspiration from the ‘Rock-a-bye, Baby’ lullaby, this baby’s journey toward slumber departs 
from the treetop and takes a round-a-bout tour before the last goodnight. Rendered with almost dream-
like detail, baby leaves the cradle in the boughs and soars through darkening skies, floats along rivers 
of stars, and ambles across peaceful pastures. Animals met along the way all seems to be guiding baby 
toward a sleepy destination. The journey ends when the child finally lands in mother’s arms, and makes 
the last stop of the night in baby’s own bed (under a swaying mobile featuring many of the child’s fellow 
travelers on the journey toward sleep). With rhyming text that perfectly syncs with the original lullaby, 
readers may also use this gentle selection to sing the way toward slumber.

Sheep Go to Sleep
by Nancy Shaw, Illustrated by Margot Apple (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Five sheep are back from their latest adventure and heading home to hit the sack. They’re 
ready for sleep in their snug beds of hay but nighttime noises are keeping them awake. Enter the 
loyal collie who has just the thing to soothe restless sheep. Helping with a hug for one, a drink for 
another, collie has something to offer each sheep as they countdown toward slumber. Nursery 
rhyme fans will also smile when they discover where an exhausted dog ends up after getting the 
herd to bed. With simple rhyming text and soft-edged illustrations this title is perfect for little ones 
who are just beginning to count sheep as they go to sleep.

Good Night Like This
by Mary Murphy (Candlewick)

Dusk arrives with gorgeous color as animal parents prepare their young for evening slum-
ber. Rabbits, bears, fireflies and squirrels all snuggle in with their babes as twilight looms, calm-
ing and cuddling their little ones. Each two-page spread features a split page insert that shows 
the moments just before sleep, then turns to reveals the sleeping family. The evening hues shift 
from dusky orange, through violet to blue as the progression toward bedtime sees the departure 
of the sun and the arrival of starry skies. Children reading along will enjoy identifying the shad-
owy silhouettes that say “good night” while chiming in with their own “like this” refrain after each 
animal closes its eyes.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com. 


